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Abstract
With respect to his original criticisms, Frello concedes defeat by changing the subject. In addition, his 
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I am pleased to see that the young-earth creation 

interact with it, and I am delighted when the critics 
are thoroughly trained in science.

documented several errors in his initial criticism 

paper) reveals no attempt to engage any of the points 
that I made. Instead, he changes the subject to the 

I documented, I conclude that he has conceded the 

that his initial criticisms were baseless.

discussion, and it helps clarify the current state of 

creationist journals are common accusations against 

them in some depth.

strongly enough about this point that he repeats it: 

 

should), he should confront them in a way to which 
they cannot refuse to respond.” “  

”
    

should happen, not in the Answers Research Journal, 
but “in the journals that publish the results from the 

”
      

       
        

        
that he has suddenly changed his mind. Consider his 

 

implies that, up to this point, I have not confronted 
         

        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

          
 
 
 
 
 

that he now considers me  
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writings to the “safe haven” of the Answers Research 
Journal
engaging my evolutionary opponents since “
scientists mostly do not read creationist journals.” 

Answers 
Research Journal
view, so that my “ideas will never be confronted by 

to avoid criticism.

note (albeit, not very carefully) of the papers that I 
have published. The evidence suggests that secular 

refused to engage my rejoinders. Which participant 

answer to these questions. In my previous reply, 

the secular peer-reviewed literature. If he had, he 

one that eliminates the logical foundation for his 
challenge to me.

Science, 
Nature, and Cell receive a manuscript for potential 
publication, they enlist the help of fellow scientists 

Answers Research Journal. The fact 

literature and secular literature.
At this stage in our discussion, some might 

by creationist
problem with this argument is that it cuts both 

When the editors at Science, Nature, Cell, and the 

They solicit the criticisms of fellow evolutionists. If 
the accusation of bias is to be leveled, then it must 
logically be leveled at both camps.

In the secular literature, the evolutionary bias 

secular peer-reviewed publication (Graur et al. 
because 

. In other 
words, in the secular peer-reviewed literature, 
evolution is not one of many hypotheses to be tested. 
Instead, evolution is the test

If the Answers Research Journal is a “safe haven” 
for creationists, then it would seem that the secular 
journals are “safe havens” for evolutionists.

evolution debate the conclusions of the paper land. If 

he would discover the logical errors in his accusations. 
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